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INTRODUCTION
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. We shall
w xcomplete the calculation, started in 1 , of the Hilbert]Kunz functions of
those quartics that admit a group of linear automorphisms isomorphic
to S .4
3 Ãw xRecall the notation of 1 . V s F , x, y, z g V are the coordinate
ÃŽ . w xfunctions on V and S V s F x, y, z is the algebra of polynomial func-
ÃŽ .tions on V. A subgroup G of GL F acts on V and consequently on V3
w x w x sand on F x, y, z . A quartic g g F x, y, z is a ``G-quartic'' if g s g for
each s in G, an S -quartic if it is a G-quartic for some G isomorphic to4
S , and nondegenerate if it has no linear factor. We showed that there are4
Ž .two conjugacy classes of S 's in GL F ; the ``point-S 's'' and the ``line-4 3 4
Ž .S 's'', and for each nondegenerate point-S quartic g we calculated e g4 4 n
w x Ž 2 n 2 n 2 n. Ž . ns dim F x, y, z r g, x , y , z as well as c g s lim e r4 . Explic-n“‘ n
itly we proved the following. If G is a point-S , the nondegenerate4
 4G-quartics are parametrized by F y 0 . To each a in the parameter set
Ž .one attaches an m s m a which is either a positive integer or ‘;
Ž 2 . Ž . nexplicitly m l q l is the degree of l over Zr2. Then e g s 3 ? 4 y 4n a
n nym Ž . ymif 1 F n F m and 3 ? 4 q 4 if n ) m, so that c g s 3 q 4 .
The results of this paper are in some ways similar. If G is a line-S we4
Žshow that the nondegenerate G-quartics h are parametrized by F. More
precisely let A s x 2 q yz and A s y2 q xz. Then for an appropriate G,x y
each nondegenerate G-quartic is a constant multiple of h s a z 4 q A Aa x y
. Ž .for some a g F. To each a we attach an l s l a which is either a
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Ž . npositive integer or ‘, and show that e h s 3 ? 4 y 4 if 1 F n F 2 l andn a
n ny2 l Ž . yl3 ? 4 q 4 if n ) 2 l, so that c h s 3 q 16 . The big surprise is thea
Ž .definition of l a }we construct a 1-parameter family of dynamical sys-
Ž .tems parametrized by F, and define l a to be an ``escape time'' for the
system corresponding to a .
Ž .  4  4 4 y4DEFINITION. 1 w : F j ‘ “ F j ‘ is the map t “ t q a t .a
w Ž1. s w and w Ž rq1. s w (w Ž r ..a a a a a
Ž . Ž . Ž r .Ž .2 The escape time, l a , of a is r if w 1 s 0 and ‘ if noa
Ž r .Ž .w 1 s 0.a
w Ž r .Ž . Ž s.Ž .Note that if w 1 s 0 then w 1 s ‘ for s ) r. So there is at most onea a
Ž r .Ž . xr with w 1 s 0.a
Remark 1. If r is a positive integer we shall show that there are exactly
ry1 Ž .8 values of a for which l a s r. But these a appear to be quite
irregularly distributed through F; see the examples at the end of the
paper.
Remark 2. Note that h s z 4 q A A s x 2 y2 q P where P s z 4 q1 x y
2 3 3 w xxyz q x z q y z. In other words h is just the g of 1 , and is both a1 1
point-S quartic and a line-S quartic. Indeed, h is the characteristic 24 4 1
w xKlein quartic, stable under a group of linear automorphisms of F x, y, z
Ž . Ž .that is conjugate to GL Zr2 , and GL Zr2 contains both point-S 's3 3 4
and line-S 's.4
1. PRELIMINARIES
Ž . Ž 2 .We describe a particular line-S . For a g GF 4 let n s a, a , 1 . Then4 a
the n sum to zero and span V. Let G consist of all endomorphisms of Va
which permute the n . Evidently G is isomorphic to S . Then n q n spana 4 a b
a two-dimensional space, z s 0, stabilized by G, so G is a line-S . We4
easily find the following lemma.
Ž . Ž 2 .LEMMA 1.1. G is generated by the maps x, y, z “ x q az, y q a z, z ,
4 Ž . Ž . Ž .a s a, together with the maps x, y, z “ y, x, z and x, y, z “
Ž 2 . 3ax, a y, z , a s 1.
Recall that a quartic is ``nondegenerate'' if it has no linear factor.
THEOREM 1.2. E¤ery G-quartic is a linear combination of z 4 and A A ,x y
where A s x 2 q yz, A s y2 q xz. Consequently e¤ery nondegenerate G-x y
quartic is a constant multiple of h s a z 4 q A A for some a in F.a x y
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Proof. Lemma 1.1 shows that z and A A are fixed by the elements ofx y
G. Suppose g is a G-quartic. Then each monomial appearing in g is fixed
Ž . Ž 2 . 3 Ž .by x, y, z “ ax, a y, z when a s 1. Since g is also fixed by x, y, z “
Ž . 4 2 2 2y, x, z it is a linear combination of z , A A , xyz , and x y . But onex y
sees easily that no nontrivial linear combination of xyz 2 and x 2 y2 is fixed
Ž . Ž .by the map x, y, z “ x q z, y q z, z . The last assertion follows imme-
diately.
w xIn 1 we made use of identities involving powers of P. Here we shall
need identities involving powers of A and A . Suppose that q G 4.x y
Ž . Ž . q0 qy2 q0 q0 qy2 q0DEFINITION 1.3. a S q s ÝA z q ÝA z where thex y x
Ž .first resp. second sum runs over all q dividing qr4 with qrq a square0 0
Ž .resp. nonsquare .
Ž . Ž . qy1 qy1b R q s xz or yz according as q is a square or not.x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c S q and R q are the images of S q and R q under they y x x
map x “ y, y “ x.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2LEMMA 1.4. If q is a square resp. nonsquare then both S 2 q q S qx x
Ž . Ž .2 2 qy2 Ž 2 qy2 .and R 2 q q R q are A z resp. A z .x x x y
Ž .Proof. Suppose q is a square. The term in S 2 q corresponding tox
2 qy2 Ž .2q s 1 is A z . Also the term in S q corresponding to q is equal to0 x x 0
Ž .the term in S 2 q corresponding to 2 q , and we get the first equality.x 0
Ž . Ž .2 2 qy1 2 2 qy2 2 qy2Furthermore R 2 q q R q s yz q x z s A z . The argu-x x x
ment when q is a nonsquare is similar.
qr2 q Ž . Ž . qr2 q Ž .THEOREM 1.5. A q x s S q q R q , A q y s S q qx x x y y
Ž .R q .y
Ž . Ž .Proof. When q s 4 this is clear. By Lemma 1.4, S 2 q q R 2 q sx x
Ž Ž . Ž ..2S q q R q and the first result follows by induction. Applying thex x
map x “ y, y “ x we get the second result.
w x Ž q q q.DEFINITION 1.6. Fix q G 4. Then O s F x, y, z r x , y , z , and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S , S , R , R are the images of S q , S q , R q , R q in O.x y x y x y x y
COROLLARY 1.7. In the ring O, Aqr2 s S q R and Aqr2 s S q R .x x x y y y
Furthermore z annihilates R and R .x y
DEFINITION 1.8. H is the order 8 subgroup of G consisting of the maps
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .x, y, z “ x q az, y q a z, z and x, y, z “ y q az, x q a z, z with
4 H Ž Ha s a. O is the fixed subring of O under the action of H. Note that O
i j j i . Ž H .contains h as well as z, A A and all the A A q A A . N resp. Na x y x y x y
Ž H .is the homogeneous ideal of O resp. O consisting of elements annihi-
lated by h .a
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Ž .We now indicate our strategy for calculating e h where h s h . Inn a
Section 2 we define some simple linear maps and express their nullities in
terms of escape times, using an inductive argument that is based on
elementary row and column transformations. These results and calcula-
tions in O H combine in Section 3 to give the dimension of N H , andŽ3qr2.y4
in particular to show that this dimension is 0 when q - 2 ? 4 lŽa . and 1 when
lŽa . Ž .q s 2 ? 4 . A similar calculation in Section 4 shows that N / 0Ž3qr2.y5
when q s 2 ? 4 lŽa .. The estimates from Sections 3 and 4, when combined
w xwith techniques from 1 , give the e .n
2. NULLITIES AND ESCAPE TIMES
It is convenient to generalize the notion of escape time. Fix a g F and
Z Ž  4. Zlet X s 2 = F j ‘ , where 2 is the subgroup of Q* generated by 2.
Ž . Ž q y1.DEFINITION 2.1. F : X “ X is the map q, t “ qr4, t q a t .a
Ž q .Since F is algebraically closed, a makes sense even if q - 1.
DEFINITION 2.2. FŽ0. is the identity map and FŽ rq1. s F (FŽ r .. Sup-a a a a
Ž . Ž r .Ž . Ž r .pose x s q, t is in X with t / ‘. If F x s qr4 , 0 we say thata
Ž . Ž r .Ž . Ž r . Ž .l x s r. If no F x is qr4 , 0 we say that l x s ‘.a a a
Remark. The above definition is ambiguous only when a s 0, t s 0
Ž . Ž r .Ž . Ž r .and x s q, 0 , in which case F x s qr4 , 0 for all r. But this casea
will not concern us.
Z Ž .LEMMA 2.3. For all q in 2 , l q, 1 s l .a a
Ž 4 q . Ž Ž Ž .. q .Proof. Evidently F q, t s qr4, w t . It follows thata a
rŽ r . 4 q r Ž r . 4 qr4Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .F q, t s qr4 , w t . Setting t s 1 gives the result.a a
We next define some simple linear maps, and show that their nullities
Ž .are related to the l q, t .a
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose a and t are in F and q G 1 is a power of 2.
 4  4Let U and U9 be vector spaces over F with bases u and ¤ , 1 F i F q yi i
Ž . qy i1. Let T : U “ U9 be the linear map with T u s a ¤ q tÝ¤ wherei i j
the sum ranges over all indices j such that i q j s qr4 s, for some s G 0.
Ž .Then N q, t is the nullity of T.a
Remark. For applications to Hilbert]Kunz functions we only need to
Ž .know the N q, 1 . But our inductive procedure necessitates the study ofa
Ž .all the N q, t .a
LEMMA 2.5. Let q be a power of 2 and ¤ , . . . , ¤ be elements of a1 qy1
¤ector space o¤er F. Suppose that, for 1 F j F q y 1, F s Ý¤ , the sumj i
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Ž . sextending o¤er all indices i with i q q y j s qr4 for some s. Then the
same formula holds if the ¤ 's and F 's are interchanged. In particular
¤ s ÝF , the sum extending o¤er all j with i q j s qr4 s for some s.qy i j
Proof. Let M be the matrix expressing the F 's as linear combinations
of the ¤ 's. Then m s 1, and if i / j, m s 0 unless j G i q q y qr4.i, i i, j
2 2Ž .So M y I s 0 and M s I.
LEMMA 2.6. Notation as in Definition 2.4. Then the following linear maps
U “ U9 ha¤e the same nullity:
Ž . ia u “ t¤ q a Ý¤ ,i i j
Ž . qy ib u “ a ¤ q tÝ¤ ,i i j
where in each case the sum extends o¤er all indices j with i q j s qr4 s for
some s G 0.
Ž . qy iProof. Let E s u . Then under a , E “ a Ý¤ q t¤ wherei qyi i j qyi
Ž . sthe sum extends over all j with j q q y i s qr4 for some s. If we
Ž .define the F as in Lemma 2.5, and use Lemma 2.5 we find that under a ,j
E “ a qy iF q tÝF , the sum extending over all j with i q j s qr4 s fori i j
some s. The lemma follows.
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose q G 4 and t / 0. Let t* s t q a qty1. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 If t* / 0, N q, t s N qr4, t* .a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If t* s 0, N q, t s qr4 q 1.a
Proof. For each i - qr2 let E s a i ty1 u q u and F s ¤ . If i -i i qyi i i
Ž . qy iqr2, T u s a F q t¤ q tÝF , the sum extending over all j withi i qyi j
s Ž . qy ii q j s qr4 for some s. Furthermore T u s a ¤ q tF . It fol-qy i qyi i
Ž . ilows that T E s t*F q a ÝF , with the sum as before. So we get thei i j
following formulas:
Ž . Ž . i Ž .1 T E s t*F q a ÝF , i F qr4 y 1.i i j
Ž . Ž .2 T E s t*F , qr4 F i - qr2.i i
Ž . Ž . Ž qr2 .3 T u s a q t ¤ .qr2 qr2
Ž . Ž . qy i4 T u s a ¤ q tF , qr2 - i - q.i i qyi
Ž . Ž .When a s 0, t* s t, and we see easily that N q, t s N qr4, t s 0.a a
Ž .Suppose a / 0. Then the E , together with the u , qr2 - i - q , form ai i
basis of U. If t* / 0, a qr2 q t / 0 and we conclude that the kernel of T is
Ž .contained in the subspace spanned by the E with i F qr4 y 1. Formulai
Ž . a Ž .1 combined with Lemma 2.6 shows that this nullity is N qr4, t* .
Suppose that t* s 0. Then T annihilates the E with qr4 F i - qr2 asi
Ž .well as u , and the nullity is qr4 q 1.qr2
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Ž . l Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Suppose t / 0; let l s l q, t . Then if q - 4 r2, N q, ta a
s 0.
Proof. We argue by induction on q, q s 1 being trivial. Suppose q G 2.
Then l ) 1 and consequently t* s t q a qty1 / 0. If q s 2 this tells us
Ž . Ž .that t / a , that T u s t q a ¤ / 0 and that T : U “ U9 is 1 y 1. If1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .q G 4, F q, t s qr4, t* . So if we set l* s l qr4, t* , l* s l y 1, qr4a a
l* Ž .- 4 r2, and by induction N qr4, t* s 0. Now apply Lemma 2.7.a
Ž . lTHEOREM 2.9. Suppose t / 0 and that l s l q, t - ‘. Then if q s 4 r2,a
Ž . l Ž . Ž l.N q, t s 1, while if q G 4 , N q, t s qr4 q 1.a a
Proof. Suppose l s 1, so that t* s t q a qty1 s 0. When q s 2, t s a
and T : U “ U9 is the zero map. When q G 4 we apply Lemma 2.7.
Suppose now that l ) 1, so that q G 4 and t* / 0. Define l* as in the
proof of Theorem 2.8. When q s 4 lr2, qr4 s 4 l*r2, induction tells us
Ž . lthat N qr4, t* s 1 and we apply Lemma 2.7. When q ) 4 r2, qr4 )a
l* Ž . Ž l.4 r2, induction tells us that N qr4, t* s qr4 q 1 and again Lemmaa
2.7 gives the result.
Combining Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 with Lemma 2.3 we find the following
theorem.
Ž . Ž . lTHEOREM 2.10. Let a g F and l s l a . Then N q, 1 s 0 if q - 4 r2,a
l Ž l. l1 if q s 4 r2 and qr4 q 1 if q G 4 .
A variation on Theorem 2.10 will be useful. Let U be the subspace of U1
spanned by the u with i odd, and U X the subspace of U9 spanned by the ¤i 1 i
with i odd. Evidently the T of Definition 2.4 restricts to a map Ty:
U “ U X.1 1
yŽ . yDEFINITION 2.11. N q, t is the nullity of T .a
Ž .THEOREM 2.12. Suppose t / 0 and that l s l q, t - ‘. Then if q sa
l yŽ .4 r2, N q, t s 1.a
Sketch of proof. When l s 1, q s 2, T s Ty and we apply Theorem
2.9. For l ) 1 we proceed by induction as in the proof of Theorem 2.9, the
yŽ . yŽ .critical step being to show that N q, t s N qr4, t* . But the argu-a a
ments of Lemma 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 go through unchanged to prove this
equality. Taking t s 1 we get the following corollary.
Ž . yŽ l .COROLLARY 2.13. Let a g F and l s l a . If l - ‘, N 4 r2, 1 s 1.a
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3. N HŽ3 qr2.y4
Throughout a is a fixed element of F, h s h , q G 4, and H, O, O H,a
N, and N H are as in Definition 1.8. Our goal is to show that dim N HŽ3 qr2.y4
Ž .s N qr4, 1 . Together with Theorem 2.10 this will give Theorem 3.1.a
Ž . H lTHEOREM 3.1. Let l s l a . Then dim N s 0 if q F 4 , 1 ifŽ3qr2.y4
l Ž lq1. lq1q s 2 ? 4 and qr4 q 1 if q G 4 .
w x i i w x i j j iDEFINITION 3.2. i, i s A A . If i / j, i, j s A A q A A .x y x y x y
H w x kDEFINITION 3.3. V * is the subspace of O spanned by the i, j zŽ3qr2.y4
Ž .with i F j - qr2, k - q and 2 i q 2 j q k s 3qr2 y 4. V ; V * is spanned
wŽ . Ž . xby these elements excluding qr4 y 1, qr2 y 1 .
DEFINITION 3.4. V ; V is spanned by all the above elements for which0
Ž .j / qr2 y 1.
H w x kDEFINITION 3.5. V 9 is the subspace of O spanned by the i, j zŽ3qr2.
Ž .with i F j - qr2, k - q and 2 i q 2 j q k s 3qr2. V 9 * is spanned by V 9
together with Aqr4R q Aqr4R .x y y x
Ž .THEOREM 3.6. h ? V ; V 9, h ? V * ; V 9 * and the induced map V *rV
Ž .“ V 9 *rV9 is onto.
Proof. z 4V ; V 9. So to show that h ? V ; V 9 it is enough to show that
w x 4 w x ki q 1, j q 1 z is in V 9 when i, j z is one of the generators of V given
Ž . Ž .in Definition 3.3. If j / qr2 y 1 this is clear. If j s qr2 y 1 we must
Ž . w x k Ž iq1 qr2have 0 F i F qr4 y 2 and k / 0. Then i q 1, j q 1 z s A A qx y
qr2 iq1. k Ž iq1 iq1 . k Ž iq1A A z . By Corollary 1.7 this is A S q A S z q A R qx y x y y x x y
iq1 . kA R z ; the first term is evidently in V 9 and the second is 0 since k G 1y x
wŽ . Ž .and zR s zR s 0. The same argument shows that h qr4 y 1, qr2 yx y
qr4 qr4x Ž .1 s an element of V 9 q A R q A R , completing the proof.x y y x
DEFINITION 3.7. Let u / 0 be in O for some k. Then u is a lineark
combination of degree k monomials, each having degree - q in each of
Ž . rx, y, and z and we may expand u in ascending powers of z: u s A x, y z
q ??? . The ``minimal z-degree'' of u is r, and the ``lowest term'' of u is
Ž . rA x, y z .
w xRemarks. This contrasts with 1 where u was expanded in descending
powers of z. But once again we find that if u g O have linearlyi k
independent lowest terms then the u themselves are linearly independent.i
w x kNote also that if i F j - qr2 and k - q then the lowest term of i, j z is
2 i 2 i k Ž 2 i 2 j 2 j 2 i. k qr4x y z if i s j and x y q x y z otherwise. Furthermore A Rx y
qr4 Ž qr2 qr2 . qy1 Ž Žqr2.q1 Žqr2.q1. qy1q A R s x y q y x z or x q y z accordingy x
as q a square or nonsquare. One consequence is that the generators of V *
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w Ž . x Ž .resp. V 9 * given in Definition 3.3 resp. 3.5 are a basis. Another is that
Ž .any element of V 9 * of minimal z-degree q y 1 is a constant multiple of
Aqr4R q Aqr4R , and so cannot be divisible by x 2 y2.x y y x
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose u g O H is homogeneous of minimal z-degree r - q
y 1. Then the lowest term of u is Az r where A is a polynomial in x 2 and y2.
Ž . r Ž . rq1 3Proof. Write u s A x, y z q B x, y z q ??? . Suppose a s 1.
Since u is fixed by s : x “ x q az, y “ y q a2 z, and r q 1 - q, a compari-
rq1 s Ž .son of the coefficients of z in u and u shows that a › Ar› x q
2Ž . 3a › Ar› y s 0. Since this is true for all a with a s 1, › Ar› x s › Ar› y
s 0.
THEOREM 3.9. N H ; V.Ž3qr2.y4
Ž .Proof. Since V *rV and V 9 *rV9 are one-dimensional, Theorem 3.6
Ž .shows that multiplication by h maps V *rV 1-1 to V 9 *rV9. So any
element of V * annihilated by h is in V, and it suffices to show that
H H Ž .N ; V *. We shall show that if u g O and hu g V 9 * thenŽ3qr2.y4 Ž3 qr2.y4
U g V *, arguing by descending induction on the minimal z-degree, r, of u.
Ž . qy1 Ž . 2 2If r s q y 1, u s A x, y z with deg A s qr2 y 3. Then x y A / 0,
2 2 qy1 Ž .and hu s x y Az is an element of V 9 * of minimal z-degree q y 1,
divisible by x 2 y2, contradicting the remarks after Definition 3.7. Suppose
r - q y 1. Using Lemma 3.8 and the fact that u is invariant under x “ y,
y “ x we find that the lowest term in u is a linear combination of x 2 i y2 i z r
Ž 2 i 2 j 2 j 2 i. rand x y q x y z . Taking ¤ to be an appropriate linear combination
w x r w x rof i, i z and i, j z we find that u y ¤ has minimal z-degree ) r. Since
Ž . Ž .¤ g V *, h u y ¤ , like hu, is in V 9 *. By induction u y ¤ g V *, and so
is u.
THEOREM 3.10. The map VrV “ V 9rhV induced by multiplication by0 0
h has kernel isomorphic to N H .Ž3qr2.y4
H ŽProof. Since N ; V, the kernel identifies with N qŽ3qr2.y4 Ž3 qr2.y4
. Ž .V rV , and it suffices to show that V l N s 0 . Suppose then that0 0 0
u / 0 is in V . Then the lowest term of u is a linear combination of0
2 i 2 i r Ž 2 i 2 j 2 j 2 i. r Ž . 2 2x y z and x y q x y z with i - j F qr2 y 2. Thus x y annihi-
lates no monomial appearing in this lowest term, and hu / 0.
DEFINITION 3.11. Suppose 1 F i - qr4. Define u g V and ¤ g V 9 byi i
2 iu s qr4 y i y 1, qr2 y 1 z ,Ž . Ž .i
qy2 i¤ s 0, qr4 q i z .Ž .i
THEOREM 3.12. The u are a basis of VrV and the ¤ are a basis ofi 0 i
V 9rhV .0
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w x kProof. The u's are just those elements i, j z of the basis of V given in
Ž .Definition 3.3 for which j s qr2 y 1. Since the remaining elements of
the basis generate V we get the first result. Now let t be the basis of V0 r 0
given in Definition 3.4. Then the A A t and the ¤ are the basis of V 9x y r i
given in Definition 3.5. Now the ht and the ¤ also lie in V 9, and haver i
exactly the same lowest terms as the A A t and the ¤ . It follows thatx y r i
they also form a basis of V 9, completing the proof.
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose that i F j - qr2 and that 2 i q 2 j q k s 3qr2.
Then
w x ki , j ? z g hV if j y i F qr4,0
w x k ii , j ? z ’ a ¤ hV if j y i ) qr4.Ž .jy iyŽqr4. 0
Proof. We argue by induction on i. Suppose first that i s 0. Then if
w x k w x kj F qr4, k G q, and i, j ? z s 0 in O. And if j ) qr4, then i, j z s
w x Ž3qr2.y2 j w x k0, j z s ¤ . Suppose i ) 0. Then w s i y 1, j y 1 z is injyŽqr4.
w x k w x kq4 wV , and hw s i, j z q a i y 1, j y 1 z . By induction i y 1, j y0
kq4 iy1x1 z ’ a ¤ , giving the lemma.jy iyŽqr4.
Ž .THEOREM 3.14. Let T be the map of Theorem 3.10. Then T u si
a Žqr4.y i¤ q Ý¤ where the sum ranges o¤er all indices j such that i q j si j
Ž s. Ž .qr4 for some s G 1. In particular, the nullity of T is N qr4, 1 .a
Ž . wŽ . Ž . x 2 iq4 wŽ . x 2 iProof. T u sa qr4 yiy1, qr2 y1 z q qr4 y i, qr2 z .i
By Lemma 3.13 the first term is a ? a Žqr4.y iy1 ? ¤ . By Corollary 1.7 thei
Ž Žqr4.y i Žqr4.y i . 2 isecond term is A S q A S z .x y y x
Expanding S and S as in Definition 1.3 we get a sum of terms of twox y
w Ž . x qq2 iy2 q0types. Those of the first type are 0, qr4 y i q q z where q0 0
divides qr4 and qrq is a square. But this is just ¤ , and q s qr4 s for0 q yi 00wŽ . x qq2 iy2 q0some s G 1. The terms of the second type are qr4 y i, q z0
where q divides qr4 and qrq is a nonsquare. Lemma 3.13 shows that all0 0
such terms are in hV , and the theorem follows.0
Combining Theorems 3.14 and 3.10 we find that dim N H sŽ3qr2.y4
Ž .N qr4, 1 , and Theorem 3.1 follows.a
Ž . Ž . nCOROLLARY 3.15. If 1 F n F 2 l a then e h s 3 ? 4 y 4. In partic-n a
Ž . Ž .ular if l a s ‘, then c h s 3.a
Proof. When n s 1 this is easy. Suppose n G 2 and set q s 2 n. Then
l H Ž . w xq F 4 and N s 0 . Since H is a 2-group, Lemma 4.10 of 1 showsŽ3qr2.y4
Ž . w xthat N s 0 . Corollary 4.2 of 1 then gives the result.Ž3qr2.y4
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4. N HŽ3 qr2.y5
Ž . lFix a with l s l a - ‘ and set q s 2 ? 4 . Theorem 3.1 shows that
N H has dimension 1. In this section we show that N H isŽ3qr2.y4 Ž3 qr2.y5
nontrivial. The argument is similar to that of the last section and we leave
some details to the reader. The case l s 1 can be settled by an easy
w xcalculation. For when l s 1, a s 1 and q s 8, and the element 0, 3 ? z of
O H is easily seen to be annihilated by z 4 q A A . So from now on we7 x y
assume l G 2, so that q G 32.
H w x kDEFINITION 4.1. W is the subspace of O spanned by the i, j zŽ3qr2.y5
Ž . Ž .with i - j - qr2, k - q, k ’ 1 4 , and 2 i q 2 j q k s 3qr2 y 5, to-
w Ž . x qy1gether with 0, qr4 y 2 z .
w x kDEFINITION 4.2. W ; W is spanned by all the i, j z of Definition 4.10
Ž . w Ž . x qy1with j / qr2 y 1, together with 0, qr4 y 2 z .
H w x kDEFINITION 4.3. W9 is the subspace of O spanned by the i, j zŽ3qr2.y1
Ž . Ž .with i - j - qr2, k - q, k ’ 1 4 , and 2 i q 2 j q k s 3qr2 y 1, to-
w Ž . x qy1gether with 1, qr4 y 1 z .
THEOREM 4.4. h ? W ; W9.a
Proof. The only essential respect in which the proof differs from that of
wŽ . Ž . xTheorem 3.6 is in showing that A A ? qr4 y 1, qr2 y 1 z is in W9.x y
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.6 we see that this element is
Ž Žqr4.y1 Žqr4.y1 .A S q A S z. We write S and S as sums of terms, one forx y y x x y
Ž Žqr4.y1each q dividing qr4. The contribution that a q ) 1 makes to A S0 0 x y
Žqr4.y1 . w x k Ž .q A S z is of the form i, j z where k s q q 1 y 2 q is ’ 1 4 ,y x 0
w Ž . x qy1 Žwhile the contribution from q s 1 is 1, qr4 y 1 z . Here we use the0
.fact that q ) 8.
DEFINITION 4.5. Suppose i is odd and 1 F i - qr4. Define u g W andi
¤ g W9 byi
2 iy1u s qr4 y i y 1, qr2 y 1 z ,Ž . Ž .i
qy2 iy1¤ s 0, qr4 q i z .Ž .i
THEOREM 4.6. The u represent a basis of WrW and the ¤ represent ai 0 i
basis of W9rhW .0
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that i is odd, 1 F i - qr4. Then, in W9rhW ,0
hu s a Žqr4.y i¤ q Ý¤ , the sum extending o¤er all odd j such that i q j si i j
qr4 s for some s G 1. Consequently the dimension of the kernel of the map
yŽ .WrW “ W9rhW induced by multiplication by h is N qr4, 1 .0 0 a
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THEOREM 4.8. There is a nonzero element of W annihilated by h. So
N H / 0.Ž3qr2.y5
Proof. Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 2.13 show that the multiplication by
h map WrW “ W9rhW has nontrivial kernel; the result follows immedi-0 0
ately.
5. CALCULATION OF en
Ž .Suppose that l s l a - ‘. Set h s h . At the end of Section 3 wea
Ž . nshowed that e h s 3 ? 4 y 4 for 1 F n F 2 l. We shall now prove thatn
e s 3 ? 4n q 4ny2 l for n ) 2 l. One direction is easy.n
THEOREM 5.1. If n ) 2 l, e G 3 ? 4n q 4ny2 l.n
w xProof. According to Lemma 4.4 of 1 , e G 4e for all n. So itnq1 n
suffices to show that e G 3 ? 42 lq1 q 4. Let q s 2 ? 4 l. By Theorem 4.8,2 lq1
dim N G 1. We can then proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.6 ofŽ3qr2.y5
w x1 , showing first that dim N G 3, and then thatŽ3qr2.y4
e G 3 ? 42 lq1y4 q2 dim N qdim N G3?42 lq1q4.Ž . Ž .2 lq1 Ž3 qr2.y5 Ž3 qr2.y4
Suppose now that q s 22 lqr with r G 1.
H Ž .ry 1LEMMA 5.2. N / 0 .Ž3qr2.y4y2
Proof. r s 1 is Theorem 4.8. For r ) 1 we argue by induction. Let
Ž1. w x Ž qr2 qr2 qr2 .O s F x, y, z r x , y , z . By induction there is a u / 0 in
OŽ1. ry 2 that is annihilated by h and fixed by H. Then u2 may beŽ3qr4.y4y2
viewed as a nonzero element of O H ry 1 annihilated by h2. IfŽ3qr2.y8y2
hu2 / 0 we are done. If hu2 s 0, then z 4 u2 g N H ry 1 and isŽ3qr2.y4y2
w xnonzero by Lemma 4.5 of 1 .
LEMMA 5.3. Choose u / 0 in N ry 1. Then for s F 2 ry2 q 1 theŽ3qr2.y4y2
Ž . i 2 jA q A z u with i q j s s are linearly independent.x y
Ž .2 Ž .Proof. A q A s x q y q x q y ? z. If follows that any linear com-x y
bination of A q A and z 2 is a product of two linear factors. Now, if thex y
lemma were false, u would be annihilated by a form of degree s in
A q A and z 2, and consequently by a product of 2 s linear forms. Onex y
Ž .would then get a nonzero element of N of degree F 3qr2 y 3 annihi-
w xlated by a linear form, contradicting Lemma 4.5 of 1 .
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LEMMA 5.4. Suppose q s 22 lqr with r G 2; choose u as in Lemma 5.3.
ry2 Ž . i 2 jThen for each s F 2 the A q A z u with i q j s s are a basis ofx y
H Ž . H Ž .ry 1N . Furthermore when i s deg u y 2, N s 0 .Ž3qr2.q2 sy4y2 i
Proof. We argue by descending induction on s. When s s 2 ry2, Theo-
H Ž lq1.rem 3.1 tells us that dim N s qr4 q 1 s s q 1, and LemmaŽ3qr2.y4
ry2 Ž5.3 gives the result. Suppose s - 2 . It suffices to show that the A qx
. i 2 j H ry 1A z u with i q j s s span. So suppose ¤ g N . By induc-y Ž3 qr2.q2 sy4y2
Ž . 2 Žtion ¤ s A q A ¤ and ¤ s z ¤ are linear combinations of A q1 x y 2 x
. i 2 j 2 Ž .A z u with i q j s s q 1. Furthermore z ¤ s A q A ¤ . Since s qy 1 x y 2
ry2 Ž . i 2 j2 F 2 q 1, the A q A z u with i q j s s q 2 are linearly indepen-x y
Ždent, and it follows that there is a linear combination w of the A qx
. i 2 j Ž . 2A z u, i q j s s q 1, such that ¤ s A q A w and ¤ s z w. Theny 1 x y 2
2 w xz annihilates ¤ y w, and Lemma 4.5 of 1 shows that ¤ s w. Suppose
H Žfinally that ¤ g N with i q 2 s deg u. By what we have proved, A qi x
. 2 2 Ž .A ? ¤ s b u and z ¤ s b u. So b z q b A q A annihilates u. Byy 1 2 1 2 x y
w xLemma 5.3, b s b s 0, and Lemma 4.5 of 1 shows that ¤ s 0.1 2
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose q s 22 lqr with r G 2 and 0 F s F 2 ry1 q 3. Then
the dimension of N ry 1 is F 4 s y 4 if s is odd and F 4 s if s isŽ3qr2.qsy7y2
e¤en.
Proof. Suppose first that s is odd. Then Lemma 5.4 shows that
H Ž . < <ry 1dim N s s y 1 r2. Since H s 8 the result follows fromŽ3qr2.qsy7y2
w xLemma 4.10 of 1 . If s is even we use the result for s q 1 together with
ry 1the fact that multiplication by z is 1 y 1 on N .Ž3qr2.qsy7y2
2 lqr Ž 2LEMMA 5.6. Suppose q s 2 with r G 2. Then dim OrhO F 3q y
. Ž r .Ž r .4 q 2 q 6 2 q 8 .
w xProof. Lemma 5.5 together with Lemma 4.1 of 1 shows that
ry 12 2 q3Ž . Ž .dim OrhO F 3q y 4 q 2Ý 4 i .1
Ž . yl Ž .THEOREM 5.7. c h s 3 q 16 where l s l a .
Ž . 2 lqr Ž rProof. If r G 2, Lemma 5.6 shows that e h F 3 ? 4 q 2 q2 lqr
.Ž r . 2 lqr Ž .6 2 q 8 . Dividing by 4 and letting r “ ‘ we find that c h F 3 q
yl16 . The opposite inequality comes from Theorem 5.1.
Ž . n ny2 lTHEOREM 5.8. If n ) 2 l, e h s 3 ? 4 q 4 .n
Ž . n ny2 lProof. We have already seen that e h G 3 ? 4 q 4 . Suppose thatn
strict inequality holds for some n. Since e G 4e for all n it wouldnq1 n
ylŽ .follow that c h ) 3 q 16 , contradicting Theorem 5.7.
We conclude the paper by showing that for each positive integer l there
ly1 Ž .are exactly 8 parameter values a for which l a s l, and consequently
ly1 Ž . ylexactly 8 h with c h s 3 q 16 .a a
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DEFINITION 5.9. G and H g F are defined byn n
Ž .1 G s a q 1 and H s 1.1 1
Ž . 8 8 4 42 G s G q aH , H s G H .nq1 n n nq1 n n
THEOREM 5.10.
Ž .1 G and H cannot both be zero for any n.n n
Ž . ny12 G , ¤iewed as a polynomial in a , has 8 distinct roots in F.n
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 l a s n if and only if G a s 0.n
Proof. When a s 0 all the G and H are 1. Suppose a / 0 andn n
G s H s 0. Since H s G4H 4, either G or H is 0. Sincenq1 nq1 nq1 n n n n
G s G8 q aH 8, G s H s 0. Continuing we find that G s H s 0.nq1 n n n n 1 1
Ž .This contradiction establishes 1 . Now view G and H as polynomials inn n
a . An easy induction shows that deg G s 8ny1 and deg H - 8ny1. Alson n
GX s H 8. So if a is a multiple root of G , H s 0 and G s Hnq1 n nq1 n nq1 nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0 contradicting 1 . Finally w 1 s 1 q a s G rH , while w G rHa 1 1 a n n
Ž 8 8. 4 4 Žn.Ž . Ž .s G q aH rG H s G rH . So w 1 s G rH and 3 isn n n n nq1 nq1 a n n
proved.
w xEXAMPLE 1. The degree 512 polynomial G factors in Zr2 x into4
irreducible factors of degrees 5, 12, 42, 112, 121, and 220. So any a for
Ž . y4which c h s 3 q 16 has degree over Zr2 equal to one of thesea
integers.
Žn.Ž .EXAMPLE 2. When a is algebraic the w 1 all lie in the finite seta
Ž . Žn.Ž . Ž .Zr2 a j ‘. So the function n “ w 1 is eventually periodic and l aa
Ž .can be easily calculated. For example all a of degree 4 have l a s ‘, and
Ž .c h s 3.a
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